January 2010
Affirmation from Ish
We are moving towards a transitional phase in the universe. Old structures, old
traditions, and old ways of thinking, such as those which prohibited same-sex
marriages will be ending. There will be a major change in how beings in the
universe communicate with each other. It will be possible to create “thoughtchains” on a worldwide basis. The thought-chains will lead the way to world
peace.
************************************************************
February 2010
Affirmation from Ish
The act of creation is a testament to the ability of a species to survive in perilous
times. As species disappear from the living world, their energy is transformed.
Just as each human soul leaves an imprint on the world when they pass, each
species that is lost combines with earth bound energies to create new living
beings and new species to repopulate the earth.
March 2010
Affirmation
This message came to me from Ish last night and I wanted to share it with all of
you: In the afterlife you are without form, and your soul transmits energy from
the seed of life that created you. You will feel and think and see and hear but all
of these sense activities are translated into light beams that connect with the
light around you-these are the light beams of other souls.
This may seem impossible when one considers all the afterlife that must be
present since the beginning of time. But each soul is like one layer of an onion,
and the onion is the universe itself. When we contact the deceased, we create a
cord of energy, like an electric cord and we plug in to that particular soul. If the
cord is tight, then the information comes quickly and clearly. If the cord is loose,
because the channeler doubts his or her abilities, the connection is not as clear.
In this after life, you have the ability to create. Some of this creative activity is
transmuted into a living being and this is what we see as reincarnation. But the
essence of you remains always and forever and it is to this energy we connect
when we channel.

April 2010
There is a surge of energy running through the earth’s core in a wave pattern. It is
reflected in the recent earthquake activity and is underscoring a resettling and

shifting of the earth’s magnetic pull. There will be subtle changes in average
temperatures, as well as shifting of tides and rivers throughout the world as a result.
A fire in the Midwest United States, in a very industrial area, possibly in Minnesota,
will reveal a trace of iron ore that may be affecting the chemical composition of the
soil and water in that area.
Affirmation from Ish
The quality of your life is dependent upon how you interpret and handle your
experiences.
If you choose to let things happen to you instead of focusing on how to make
things happen then you will view life as pre-ordained and unchangeable. But if in
the midst of a decision, transition, or life-changing experience, you go inward to
your higher self and see all the possible pathways ahead of you, you will take charge
and choose that which is for your higher good and for the higher good of the
universe.

May 2010-Message
Affirmation from Ish
Question: Since we are One and perfect as part of the Divine Spirit, why is it necessary to
have physical existences into order to achieve perfection when we were perfect to begin
with?

Ish’s Answer: Because you can’t know what perfection is until you’ve known
failure.
June 2010

Affirmation from Ish
Each human soul is unique, but we are all connected to one universal heartbeat.
August 2010
Affirmation from Ish
The moment we are born, we create sense impressions that last our entire lives.
We treasure our memories but we neglect to acknowledge the small moments in
each day.
********************************************************
September 2010
Affirmation from Ish
Trust in the universe creates a connection within each soul, and each soul’s body
is a universe unto itself.

Affirmation from Ish
October 2010
One’s emotional state is primarily a reaction to other beings and energies.
To advance in emotional and cerebral awareness, be present and quiet within
yourself and you will hear your inner voice.
November 2010
Affirmation from Ish
Your body is a vessel that is filled with light at your birth. As you travel through
your time on earth you attract light bodies to you that guide you to be of higher
consciousness.

